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Abstract—Three dimensional (3D) printing can be used to
manufacture many different objects range from toys to hi-
tech robot parts. This paper investigates 3D printer trajectory
planning to improve the speed of the printing process. The
printing speed mainly depends on the motion speed and path of
the printing nozzle. We use triangular and trapezoidal velocity
profiles to minimize the transition time between print segments.
In this work, several algorithms that were originally proposed
as solutions for conventional traveling salesman problem are
modified to adapt to the new problem. The proposed modifica-
tions are designed to obtain time-efficient trajectories for the
printing nozzle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Three dimensional (3D) printing is an additive manufac-

turing technique which uses many thin layers of materials to

build 3D objects. It has sparked a revolution in the manufac-

turing industry by enabling users to create complex-shaped

objects with both hollow and solid structures [1]. Some

benefits of 3D printing over conventional manufacturing

techniques are low manufacturing cost, ease of designing and

customizing objects, automated manufacturing, and minimal

wasted materials. As a result, it has been commonly used to

manufacture customized products, prototypes, and replace-

ment parts for many different applications [2].

A typical 3D printer consists of two essential components:

a movable printing nozzle and a movable print bed (see

Figure 1). We assume that the printing nozzle moves in

horizontal plane (x-y plane) and the print bed moves only

along vertical axis (z axis). Once a design is fed into

print bed

printing nozzle

print segments

Figure 1. A printing nozzle and a print bed of a 3D printer.

the printer, the nozzle moves relative to the print bed to

construct the design layer by layer. Each layer is made of

multiple print segments, the thickness of which depends

on the amount of materials deposited. The flow rate of

printing materials and the motion speed of the nozzle can

be considered as the main factors which control the amount

of materials deposited on a unit length of a print segment.

The printing duration of a given design depends on both the

motion speed and the path of the printing nozzle.

This paper focuses on the trajectory planning for rapid

3D printing. In order to minimize the printing duration,

trajectory planning algorithms used in 3D printing systems

need to control both the position and speed of the nozzle

efficiently. Since the problem is application specific, so far

only few attempts have been reported in literature. Thomp-

son and Yoon first proposed a trajectory planning algorithm

based on two motion control methods: linear segments with

parabolic blends and minimum time trajectory [3]. Recently,

an improved algorithm was proposed by the same authors

that can limit the speed fluctuations by predicting velocity

errors beforehand [4]. These algorithms can only determine

the desired motion speed of the nozzle and they do not

optimize motion paths.

In order to minimize the printing duration, we propose

to optimize both the motion speed and path of the nozzle.

Section II describes a motion control model to calculate

the nozzle speed at different segments of a path. In order

to determine a motion path, we modify several heuristic

algorithms which were originally proposed as solutions to

traveling salesman problem (TSP) [5]. The proposed mod-

ifications to those algorithms are described in Section III.

The modified algorithms are tested with the motion control

model using extensive computer simulations. Simulations

results are presented and analyzed in Section IV. Some

concluding remarks and possible future research directions

are highlighted in Section V.

II. MOTION CONTROL MODEL

Here, we consider a trajectory q(t) which is a path that

a moving nozzle follows through x-y plane as a function of

time t. As shown in Figure 2(a), such a trajectory consists

of print segments and transition path segments. The motion

control model utilized in this work is based on two basic

principles: On print segments, the nozzle should move at
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Figure 2. (a) A trajectory of a nozzle. Print segments and transition
path segments are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively. (b)
Velocity and acceleration profiles of the trajectory.

a constant speed to facilitate consistent material deposition.

On the transition path segments, the nozzle should move as

fast as possible to minimize the transition time. Therefore,

triangular and trapezoidal velocity profiles are utilized to

model the transition motion [3]. Figure 2(b) illustrates corre-

sponding velocity and acceleration profiles for the trajectory

given in Figure 2(a).

In the given example, velocities of the nozzle while it is

moving on the three print segments are set to v1, v2, and v3
accordingly. Let the length of the second print path segment

be denoted as p2. The printing duration of the second print

segment can be obtained as

t3 − t2 =
p2

v2
.

Similarly, the printing duration of other print segments can

also be obtained. Since the length of the print segments

and the corresponding speed of the nozzle are constants, the

actual printing time cannot be improved. Hence, the printing

process can only be accelerated by minimizing the transition

time.

It is assumed that the nozzle follows a triangular velocity

profile during the time period [t1, t2] and reach a peak

velocity of vp. It is also assumed that the acceleration and

deceleration values of the nozzle are set to a1 and a2,

respectively. Hence, the transition time can be obtained as

t2 − t1 =
vp − v1

a1
+

v2 − vp

a2
. (1)

Let the length of the first transition path segment be denoted

as d1. Hence, we have

d1 =
v2
p
− v2

1

2a1
+

v2
2
− v2

p

2a2
.

Since v1, v2, a1, a2, and d1 are known for a given path, vp
can be obtained as

vp = ±

√

2a1a2d1 + a2v
2

1
− a1v

2

2

a2 − a1
. (2)

Note that a1 6= a2. The transition time t2 − t1 given in (1)

can be minimized by maximizing vp, thus by maximizing

acceleration and/or deceleration values [3].

According to (2), |vp| increases with the transition dis-

tance. If |vp| exceeds a maximum allowed speed |vm|, such

a transition motion is modeled using a trapezoidal velocity

profile as illustrated in Figure 2(b) during the time period

[t3, t4]. Let the length of the second transition path segment

be denoted by d2. Hence, we have

d2 = vm

[

(t4 − t3)−
vm − v2

a1
−
v3 − vm

a2

]

+
v2
m
− v2

2

2a1
+

v2
3
− v2

m

2a2
. (3)

Using (3), the second transition time can be obtained as

t4−t3 =
d2

vm
+
vm − v2

a1
+
v3 − vm

a2
−
v2
m
− v2

2

2vma1
−
v2
3
− v2

m

2vma2
.

Similar to the previous case, the transition time can be

minimized by maximizing acceleration and/or deceleration

values.

III. PATH PLANNING ALGORITHMS

This section focuses on a problem of finding a fast path

from a predefined start point to a predefined end point such

that it travels through all print segments. This problem is

closely related to TSP which asks to find a shortest path

that travels through each city exactly once and returns to the

origin [5]. If we consider a print segment as an edge which

connects two nodes in a given graph, the path planning

problem considered in this work differs from TSP in three

ways: First, it is a problem of connecting existing edges,

instead of nodes. Second, it does not require a path to return

to the start node (origin). Finally, its objective is to minimize

the total traversal time, instead of path length. Thus, the

edge costs are specified in terms time durations using the

motion control model explained in the preceding section.

Here we modify several TSP algorithms for the 3D printer

path planning problem as explained below.

A. Random Selection

The path planning process initiates from a given start node

and randomly selects a node from a set of nodes which

excludes the end node. Once a node is selected, another

node which is connected to the selected node through a

print segment is also selected. Then, both nodes are removed

from the set and a new node is randomly selected from the

remaining set. This process continues until the set becomes

empty. Finally, the end node is selected and the path is

constructed from the start node to end node follow the

order of selection. Here, we use results generated by random

selection as a reference to evaluate the other algorithms.

B. Nearest Neighbor Selection

The modified nearest neighbor path planning process is

similar to the path planning process explained under random

selection, except it selects the nearest node to the current

node as the next node of the path instead of randomly

selecting a node.



C. Christofides Algorithm

In TSP, Christofides algorithm [6] begins with creating

a minimum spanning tree (MST) from isolated nodes of a

given graph. Instead, here it obtains an MST starting from

a forest which consist of pairs of nodes that are connected

with print segments and the start and end nodes that are

connected using a virtual edge. Once the MST is obtained

using Kruskal’s algorithm [7], it performs a minimum weight

matching for the set of odd degree nodes in the MST.

Then the MST is combined with the matching graph to

generate another graph that consists of only even degree

nodes. After that, it finds an Eularian circuit on the combined

graph and the virtual edge between start and end nodes is

disconnected. If the resulted Eularian path consists of two

consecutive transition edges (path segments), the common

node to those two edges is removed and a shortcut between

the two remaining nodes is created. The final path is obtained

by visiting the resulting node sequence from the start node

to the end node while skipping already visited nodes if there

exist any repeating nodes.

D. k-opt Heuristics

k-opt heuristics are proposed as a local improvement

technique for TSP solutions [5]. For a given feasible tour,

it deletes k mutually disjoint edges and reconnects the re-

maining fragments such that resulting tour is shorter than the

original tour. This process iteratively looks for all possible

combinations until no further improvements can be made.

The running time of k-opt technique increases considerably

with k. Thus, we only consider 2-opt and 3-opt techniques

(i.e. k = 2 and 3). In 3D printer path planning, it can

only swap the transition path segments as the print segments

cannot be changed.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation Parameters

The print bed is assumed to be a square with an area of

100×100 mm2. The desired velocity for printing each print

segment is set to 3 mm/s. The maximum allowed velocity of

the nozzle is 4 mm/s. It is assumed that the nozzle move at

its maximum acceleration and deceleration while following

triangular and trapezoidal velocity profiles. The absolute

value of the maximum acceleration/deceleration is set to

30 mm/s2. In each simulation, print segments are distributed

uniformly at random on the print bed provided that they

do not intersect with each other. The length of the print

segments are selected uniformly at random from a range of

[10, 40] mm. Start and end points are also randomly selected

within the print bed.

B. Results and Discussion

The first set of simulations were performed with 6 print

segments. Simulation results are illustrated in Figure 3. The

trajectory generated using random selection requires the

longest time (110.09 s) to complete the printing process.

The trajectories found by Nearest neighbor and Christofides

algorithms report significantly improved operation times of

94.49 s and 85.04 s, respectively. The second row in Figure

3 shows improved trajectories obtained using 2-opt swap. 2-

opt swap has improved the previously solutions by exploiting

poor sections of the paths, such as path crossings.

To further justify these results, more simulations were per-

formed using different number of print segments. Statistical

results of 100 individual realizations are provided in Table I.

According to the simulation results, Christofides algorithm

outperforms random and nearest neighbor selections in terms

of both the path length and the operation time, regardless

of the number of print segments. For 100 print segments,

the trajectories obtained by nearest neighbor selection and

Christofides algorithm can shorten the printing process by

more than two times than the trajectories obtained by

random selection. Nevertheless, 2-opt and 3-opt techniques

have improved the quality of the solutions obtained by all

the algorithms under test. For 20 and 100 print segments,

random selection followed by 2-opt swap has achieved faster

completion time compared to nearest neighbor selection

and Christofides algorithm without refinements. Since 3D

printing models often consists of large number of print

segments within a single layer, 2-opt and 3-opt techniques

can effectively shorten the printing process.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

3D printing speed can be improved by optimizing the

motion path of the nozzle and selecting effective velocity

profiles for each segment of the path. A motion path usually

consists of print segments and transition path segments. This

work utilizes a motion control model which can ensure

uniform material deposition on print segments and short

transition time on the rest of the path. Some previously pro-

posed TSP algorithms are modified to find fast trajectories

for the nozzle. Further experiments using 3D printers need

to be carried out to verify the applicability of the proposed

trajectory planning techniques. This work only consider

trajectory planning over a single layer of a 3D object.

Therefore, future research should also focus on optimizing

trajectory of the nozzle across multiple layers.
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Figure 3. Path planning of 6 randomly distributed print segments using (a) random selection, (b) nearest neighbor selection, (c) Christofides algorithm, (d)
random selection followed by 2-opt swap, (e) nearest neighbor selection followed by 2-opt swap, and (f) Christofides algorithm followed by 2-opt swap.
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